Thornbury Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group Minutes
Tuesday 29 Jan 2019, 7pm at Thornbury Town Hall
In attendance:

Tricia Hillier (Chair),
Cllr Shirley Holloway
Chris Griggs-Trevarthen
Trevor Daniels
Felicity Harrison
Mike Bennewitz
Cllr Clive Parkinson
Louise Powell (Town Clerk)
Danny Bonnett
Jill Dimond (minutes)
Cllr Maggie Tyrell (arriving near meeting end)

Apologies: Margaret Pinder, Alan Pinder, Nancy North, Gill Dunkley, Maggie Tyrell for late
arrival.

1. Welcome, Minutes of Last Meeting
The minutes of the meeting on 18 November 2018 were approved.
2. Matters Arising
The actions listed on the log drawn up at the previous meeting were reviewed, with the aim
of completing the draft plan by the next meeting on February 26th.
Because of the time pressure, it was agreed to abandon the attempt to approach the local
sixth form Head to facilitate a “strapline” competition.
3. Draft Plan: Review of Progress
TH noted that the redrafting process was nearly through.










It was suggested that section 9.7: Integration of New Development be included
elsewhere in the plan.
Section 1.2: it was agreed that it made sense for this plan should align in terms of
time span with the JSP, i.e. until 2036.
Section 2.2: the survey from and to dates need to be added.
No further consultations are needed before the requirements of Reg 14.
The evidence base we have is sufficient.
The population figures and stats need to be added.
The green belt figure references need to be added, and a statement about the
development lad on hold is needed.
A more explicit definition of “tenure blind” was agreed.
A better map of the Severn Ridges is desirable.
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Renewable energy specification: Lemon Gazelle (LG) advised level 4 or equivalent.
10% renewable energy, or revise upwards after consulting S Glos.
Brownfield v infill development needs some work. Suggestion that the Castle School
6th form site and the library are cited in Policy 9.
Town Centre living: indicate a flexible approach on a case by case basis.
Education stats need South Glos confirmation.
School population changes needed.
Section 106 reference to be deleted – it isn’t an English policy.
Green Infrastructure: instead of using the narrow definition of a “wildlife corridor”,
we need to broaden our requirements re preserving, extending and linking our
green spaces, to encompass the streamside walks and other walking and cycling
routes. A map is needed – perhaps derived from a satellite view.
Action log: issue of moving market is over-definitive. Could be illustrative rather
than prescriptive.
Policy 22 Planning for Green Infrastructure etc: needs strengthening: developers
should be “encouraged” to meet the guidance. Funding from developers could be
sought to develop the network of green corridors.
“Town centre” definition needs to be added.

4. Landscape Character Assessment
LG advised that this is no longer feasible or helpful, due to time factors.
Agreed to add of key view point photos and descriptions instead, to illustrate the character
of the town, as follows:
From the town looking outwards;
From outside the town looking into the town, especially to show the shape and size
of where it fits geographically; and
Views inside the town.
MB has already put several on the website.
5. Action Plan
TD reported on his discussion with the S Glos cyling/walking routes planning officer. The
process is already established for determining key routes. The stats show that Thornbury
under uses bike transportation. We can do further work with this officer.
Some wording needs revision, along with notes were and action is already in hand.
Many of the issues raised and logged on the Action Plan can be taken forward by Town
Council members.
6. Sharing document with Local Authority
Agreed to get all actions done so that the Plan is ready for the next Steering Group meeting
on 26 Feb for issue to Lemon Gazelle to do the final formatting etc
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7. Next stages
TH drew attention to LG’s update GANTT project chart, highlighting that no consultation
could be done during the Purdah period up to the local elections, and that school holidays
should also be avoided.
8. Budget
LP reported as follows: of our grant in July for £8,900, we have spent £3850 so have £5050
remaining. Of this £4770 is allocated to Lemon Gazelle and £280 is allocated to spend on IT.
(All of the grant must be spent by the end of March or we have to return any unspent.)
There is a fresh budget for the NP in the provisional budget for the Council. Decision tbc.
9. AOB
MB sends apologies for the next meeting.
LP can’t do the next agenda. MP to be requested to prepare and circulate it instead.
10. Next meeting: Tuesday 26 February, 7 pm, at the Town Hall

ACTIONS FROM MEETING












Chris to improve Policy 1 in relation to landscape views
Chris to produce a paragraph for each of the 2 local green space designations
Tricia to integrate section 9.7 elsewhere (done)
Mike to create green infrastructure plan and insert in doc
Mike to add railway line plan to doc
Mike to send passwords for private part of website to Danny to review photos for the ‘key
views’ assessment.
Someone to create section on ‘key views’ once photos available (instead of Landscape
Character Assessment).
Trevor to check text regarding the Sustrans standards
Nancy, Trevor and Clive to meet to finalise the Action Plan. Nancy to translate into different
format
Louise to issue the plan to the Local Authority (once the above information has been
provided)
Louise to advise Lemon Gazelle that Plan is largely complete so they can please progress the
development of remaining documents.
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